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Rhayne Vermette, Self Portrait, 
Imax collage, 2020 

Photograph courtesy of the artist
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> MAIN GALLERY

MEMBERS’ 
SHOW & SALE 
FUNDRAISER
April 17 – 
May 9, 2021

Online: opens April 17 at 
www.artgalleryofregina.ca

Exhibition will open to 
public on June 12th

Online Closing Reception: 
May 9, 2021, 4–5 pm, 
Registration Required

The AGR's annual Members' Show & Sale 
features over 300 original artworks in every 
imaginable media by nearly 100 members 
from across the province. This much anticipated 
yearly exhibition is an exciting opportunity for 
AGR members to exhibit and sell their work 
and, at the same time, contributing to the 
AGR’s financial stability. Support artists in our 
community by purchasing handmade artworks 
online or visiting the gallery in-person, when 
permitted. The Members' Show & Sale is 

2020 Members’ Show & Sale fundraiser installation view. 
Photo by Sandee Moore

A PEA CAN BE CHOPPED 
UP AND REASSEMBLED 
INTO THE SUN

Curated by Sandee Moore

May 28 - 
July 31, 2021

Opening Reception 
and Artist Talk:
Friday, May 28, 7–9 pm
(online)

The Banach–Tarski paradox in geometry 
proves the counter-intuitive idea that “a pea 
can be chopped up and reassembled into 
the sun.” While cutting up and reassembling 
a ball to increase its volume confounds 
basic geometric intuition, the notion that 

Gerry Ruecker, from the series 99 Constructions 
From Piano Mallets, 11” x 9” x 7”, mixed media, 2020

Photograph courtesy of the artist

one of the AGR's most important fundraising 
events of the year; your contribution supports 
the Art Gallery of Regina's free exhibitions and 
affordable workshops.

PHOMOHOBES, PAUL ROBLES,
GERRY RUECKER, RHAYNE VERMETTE
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the blade is not destructive but creative is 
familiar magic to collage artists. 

Although many of us envision collage as a 
thrifty craft project requiring little more than 
scissors, paste and magazines, collage 
was once the most avant-garde and inherently 
political of media.

The four artists and collectives - Phomo-
hobes, Paul Robles, Gerry Ruecker, and 
Rhayne Vermette - in A Pea Can Be Chopped 
Up and Reassembled into the Sun embrace 
the illogical spatial aspects of collage to 
create undreamed of fantasy spaces, from 
modest interiors to entire worlds.  

Phomohobes, the art-making duo of Jason 
Cawood & Colby Richardson, skew the 
normative desires of vintage architec-
ture magazines. Rhayne Vermette builds 
phantasmagoric structures from transparent 
slivers of film sourced from family photos 
and archival film. Gerry Reucker piles 
ornament on ornament, inventing the ideal 
furniture for his compatriots’ imagined 
rooms. Paul Robles doesn’t cut up and piece 
together images so much as draws with 
scissors, unscrolling a continuous body of 
paper that is never just one thing, but many 
things at once.

NATURES OF REALITY
LISA BIRKE

October 7 - 
November 30, 2021

The AGR and partner Common Weal Com-
munity Arts will bring artist Lisa Birke and 
community members together for a series of 
workshops to create new works for Birke’s 
exhibition Natures of Reality at the AGR from 
October 7 to November 30, 2021. Participants 
selected by Common Weal Community Arts 
will reflect upon the meaning of life and 
sources of joy, beauty and resilience to create a 
hand-drawn avatar animated by the artist using 
motion-capture technology. The animated 
masks will speak the participants’ words, 
whether quiet, seemingly insignificant, poetic, 
personal, learned, gifted, spiritual, sad, loud, 
painful, powerful, or other.

Sponsored by:

Jessica Morgun, Think of a Lost Thing (installation 
detail from the Frances Morrison Art Gallery.) 2018. 

Photograph courtesy of the artist

IMAGINED OBJECTS 
JESSICA MORGUN 
AND TAMARA RUSNAK
August 6 – 
September 26, 2021

Imagined Objects brings together sculptures 
by artists (and friends) Jessica Morgun and 
Tamara Rusnak. In their respective sculptural 
practices, the artists eschew the visual,  
favouring tactility to shape absent objects. 
Morgun begins by asking people to describe 
a lost thing, concentrating on how it relates 
to the body to sculpt replacements for the 
missing objects. On the other hand, Rusnak 
creates without even the guide of a transient 
memory; she intuitively sculpts ingenious 

tools that have never existed. The artists’ 
dual aim is to arouse curiosity, imagination 
and attention to everyday interactions with 
objects in the material world.
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UPCOMING
OUTSIDE THE BOX 
SHOWS:

MAY 10 - 
JUNE 29, 2021  

> HALLWAY GALLERY:
Guni Guni [Hallucination]
Patrick Fernandez

> GLASS DISPLAY CASE:
Empty Bowls, Warm Hearts*
Regina & Area Potters’ Guild 

*artists will donate their portion of sales 
from Empty Bowls, Warm Hearts to the 
Regina Food Bank

Patrick Fernandez, Urong Sulong [Back and Forth], 16 
x 20 inches, metallic foil on black archival paper, 2021 

Photograph courtesy of the artist

> OUTSIDE THE BOX
PROUDLY 
SPONSORED BY

MEMBERS’ 
SHOWS

The Outside The Box exhibition series is 
a non-curated program aimed at creating 
additional opportunities for AGR members to 
display and sell their artwork. The AGR does 
not pay fees to participants in these non-jur-
ied member opportunities.

Outside The Box exhibitions complement 
main gallery programming and are ideal 
opportunities for emerging, amateur and 
recreational artists! The Art Gallery of Regina 
is proud to offer two Outside The Box exhibition 
venues for members: The Hallway Gallery and 
Glass Display Case.

The Hallway Gallery features 42 running feet 
of wall display space directly outside the main 
gallery and can accommodate 8-10 pieces of 
two-dimensional work. 

The Glass Display Case is a locked display 
cabinet measuring 45”w x 52”h x 21”d 
suitable for both two and three-dimensional 
artwork. Exhibitors are encouraged to provide 
their own display shelving.

Submissions and exhibition proposals for 
Outside The Box exhibitions are limited to 
Art Gallery of Regina members. Interested 
members should submit a brief exhibition 
proposal describing the work they wish to 
show (including subject matter, media, size, 
and number of pieces available) and attach a 
maximum of three digital images.

Please specify which space you are applying 
for in your subject line: Application for 

Outside The Box Hallway or Application for 
Outside The Box Display Case.
Send submissions to: agr@sasktel.net

The next available slots: 
Glass Display Case – January 2022
Hallway Gallery – August 2022
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GALLERY TOURS

Be your own tour guide! Discover ou main 
gallery exhibitions at your own pace with 
the AGR’s audio tours and self-guided 
tour pamphlets.

We invite AGR members, small groups and 
individuals to interpret the exciting ideas and 
material approaches in our main gallery exhi-
bitions through lively discussion led by AGR 
Curator of Exhibitions and Programming, 
Sandee Moore. Tours are free, during regular 
hours. Call or email (curatoragr@sasktel.net) 
to arrange your personalized exhibition tour.

PUBLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE 
AS PDFS

What is an exhibition catalogue? It’s an 
important record of an exhibition both in 
photographs and the written word. The AGR 
has released its exhibition catalogues as 
free PDFs for you to print or read online; 
see the recent exhibition pages on our 
website, www.artgalleryofregina.ca. 

SCHEDULE 
CHANGES & 
CANCELLATIONS 

The AGR wants you to safely experience 
contemporary art through its exhibitions, 
workshops and events. This means imple-
menting protocols to control exposures to 
COVID-19 for in-person activities, limiting 
the number of attendees at gatherings, 
offering online alternatives and, at the request 
of the Saskatchewan Health Authority or 
artists we work with, cancelling or postponing 
activities. Please call the gallery or check our 
website, www.artgalleryofregina.ca, to 
confirm scheduled events.

JULY 2021  

> HALLWAY GALLERY:
Brushworks’ Art Guild of Regina

> GLASS DISPLAY CASE:
Brushworks’ Art Guild of Regina

AUGUST - 
SEPTEMBER 2021  

> HALLWAY GALLERY:
Gerri Ann Siwek

> GLASS DISPLAY CASE:
I am completely serious.
Michael Gronnerud 

Catalogues available as free PDF publications: 

Ritual & Lore
Guest curator Jess Richter deftly unpacks 
contemporary expressions of witchcraft, 
traditional knowledge and oral histories in 
the work of Ayla Dmyterko, Blair Fornwald & 
Brette Gabel, Audie Murray, Marigold Santos, 
Zoë Schneider, & Maia Stark.

Pavilion of Shadows
Wayne Baerwaldt’s essay Visual Poetry 
invites you to appreciate the minimalism 
and unexpected juxtapositions employed by 
Nic Wilson in his solo exhibition Pavilion 
of Shadows. Baerwaldt compares the artist’s 
activity to the way a poet pares away the 
unnecessarily discursive text, distilling ideas 
into a potent visual language.

Tend
Julia Krueger interprets ceramic artist Ruth 
Chambers’ artful calligraphy of stems and 
blossoms, unearthing an artistic lineage that 
ranges from 5th C BCE painters Zeuxis and 
Parrhasius and 15th Century still life painters 
and botanical illustrators to contemporary 
artists Marc Quinn and Makoto Azuma in her 
essay Tending Time. Krueger’s writing about 
Tend is as detailed and attentive as the artist’s 
minute replication of each bulb and geophyte 
flower in her solo exhibition. Photographer 
Don Hall has captured the ethereal beauty 
of Chambers’ delicate ceramic objects in his 
catalogue photos.
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10 NIGHTS OF GONG: 
A SONIC AND PERFORMATIVE 
ETHNOGRAPHY OF GONG 
MASTER TEACHERS 
WITH STACEY BLISS, PHD
June 17 – 
June 26, 2021

Stacey Bliss, postdoctoral research fellow 
at the University of Regina and sound artist, 
invites you to learn about the teachings of 
gong masters over 10 nights of sonic-perfor-
mative installation and experience. Each night, 
Stacey will give a brief 10-minute synopsis of 
a gong teaching from her year-long research 
with international gong teachers. Next, you will 
experience a gong bath (sound meditation 
or sound immersion) for 45 minutes in the 
open-air courtyard. This event coincides 

Stacey Bliss in performance. 
Photo courtesy of the artist

SPECIAL 
PROJECTS

BETWEEN US
The Art Gallery of Regina is excited to 
announce that the Canada Council for the 
Arts has awarded our organization a grant
to support Between Us. Between Us is a long-
term creative relationship - part mentorship, 
part collaboration - connecting senior artist 
Aganetha Dyck with artists, beekeepers and 
bees throughout the province in a sustained 
creative partnership.

Between Us, a special project with Aganetha Dyck 
Photo by Sandee Moore

PARTNER 
PRESENTATIONS

with the Summer Solstice, a perfect time to 
celebrate the change in season and be bathed 
in the shimmering sounds of multiple gongs.

Time:  6–7 pm, each night 
Location:  Neil Balkwill Civic Arts Centre
  Courtyard
Fee:  Free (must pre-register on
  Eventbrite – visit us at
  www.artgalleryofregina.ca
  in May for ticket link)
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THE DIG
The Art Gallery of Regina is thrilled to 
announce that the community-engaged 
exploration of the land, The Dig, by artists 
Linda Duvall and Jillian McDonald, has been 
awarded an SK-arts Artists In Communities 
grant. Collaborating with the community in a 
peer-based learning framework, the artists will 
explore excavation as a method of interacting 
with the land. In particular, the artists intend 
to activate emotional connections to the land 
through digging and exploring history as laid 
down in the soil. In its first phase, planned 
for June 2021, the artists will work with 
community members to develop opportunities 
for members of the public to interact with 
civic and undeveloped land in new ways, 
such as nature walks, exploring building 
projects, observing animal dens and sharing 
hole-digging traditions.

Check the AGR’s website & subsequent 
newsletters for more information on these 
special projects.

TALKS
SPRING 2021

Over two “bee seasons,” Aganetha will share 
expertise gained through decades of working 
closely with bees, beekeepers and entomolo-
gists with artists through non-contact means. 
Between Us aims to awaken artists’ and bee-
keepers’ creative desires and value honeybees 
as sentient beings and artistic collaborators. 

The AGR and its partner institutions across 
Saskatchewan will invite artists and beekeepers 
to participate in this long-term project that 
refers to the distances and differences between 
us and the wondrous experiences that bind 
us together while being aware that the “Us” of 
Between Us includes human and non-human 
collaborators.

Vera Saltzman, Play, digital photograph, 2018
Photograph courtesy of the artist

ARTIST TALK: 
VERA SALTZMAN

Award-winning photographic artist Vera 
Saltzman will share her unique hybrid of digital 
and analogue photography techniques, give 
viewers a glimpse into her makeshift developing 
lab, and talk about her unconventional path to 
becoming an artist. Known for her authentic 
and empathetic portraits of people and locales, 
Saltzman will discuss how creating a sense of 
place and a record of the intangible drives her 
creative practice.

Date: Wednesday, April 28 
Time: 7 pm 
Location: Zoom

RECORDED ARTIST TALKS 
AND STUDIO TOURS ON 
THE AGR’S WEBSITE

Do you want to revisit the wonders of Wilf 
Perreault’s expansive studio tour? Maybe The 
Artist Is In artist talk and discussion forum 
with KC Adams, Carole Epp and Brenda Wolf 
flew by and you want to revisit the thrilling 
insights into their work that these ceramic 
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WORKSHOPS
SPRING 2021

Colby Richardson, Playing with Blocks 01, 
xerographic image, 2019

PRINT, SCAN, REPEAT: 
A XEROGRAPHY AND 
SCANNER ART WORKSHOP 
WITH COLBY RICHARDSON 

Explore the unique image creation and 
scanner manipulation possibilities offered by 
the Xerox machine in this 2-hour in-person 
workshop led by artist Colby Richardson. 

PRE-RECORDED ARTIST-LED 
EXHIBITION TOUR OF TEND

View on Youtube: https://youtu.be/ZeliFdi3xbI

Join artist Ruth Chambers for a pre-recorded 
tour of her solo exhibition Tend at the Art 
Gallery of Regina, which closed Sunday, April 
11, 2021.  The artist, in conversation with AGR 
curator Sandee Moore, leads you through 
this video tour, supplemented with Don Hall’s 
extraordinary documentation photographs, 
uncovering the intertwined histories of 
feminism, science and global trade recorded in 
each succulent stem and crinkled petal of her 
life-like porcelain flower and bulb sculptures.

artists offered? Do you want to revisit Ruth 
Chambers’ exquisite and exactingly sculpted 
botanical ceramics in a video tour guided 
by the artist herself? Or, perhaps you want 
a glimpse into where and how past AGR 
exhibiting artists Lindsay Arnold and Caitlin 
Thompson create their work? 

Whether you’re late to the steaming art party 
or want to re-watch these recorded visits 
with artists, you can find them all on the Art 
Gallery of Regina’s website. Navigate to the 
“Workshops and Talks” tab at the top of the 
website, then choose “online talks” from the 
dropdown menu.

Participants will experiment with the Xerox as 
both a camera and an imperfect printmaking 
tool, leaving with a stack of their own unique 
xerographic artworks.

(Enrollment limited to four participants to 
ensure appropriate social distancing.)

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
The AGR provides workshop participants with 
bond paper of various sizes and access to its 
Toshiba eStudio 2515AC photocopier/scanner.

Participants are asked to bring 2D and 3D 
materials, images, and objects to use on the 
12” x18” scanner and are encouraged to bring 
any cutting and mark-making tools of their 
choice (avoid materials that may scratch or 
damage the scanner-bed).

The instructor will also provide a selection of 
materials, objects, and tools.

Participants may also bring a USB stick with 
source images or save completed artwork, but 
it is not required.

Workshop participants will receive file folders 
for storing and transporting hard copies of 
their xerographic artworks. 

Colby Richardson collaborates with Jason 



Cawood to create cryptic, critical, and humorous 
collage under the moniker Phomohobes. In 
his solo art practice, Richardson explores 
the value of ubiquitous technologies in 
contemporary society, uncovering the artistic 
capabilities of outmoded and discarded 
devices. He creates dynamic and textural 
visual and auditory works from historic video 
equipment, everyday software, and ubiquitous 
electronics presented as installations, perfor-
mances, video-sculptures, expanded cinema, 
and single-channel film and video. Born and 
raised in Regina SK, Richardson is currently 
based in Winnipeg, MB.

Date:  Friday, May 21  
Time:  6 pm – 8 pm 
Location:  Art Gallery of Regina
Fee:  $40 members/$80 non-members 
  (does not include materials)
Register:  Online at www.artgalleryofregina.ca 

or call 306-522-5940

OPEN STUDIO PROJECTS 
WITH WARD SCHELL

This open studio workshop allows students 
to work in a studio environment with the 
close guidance of professional artist and art 
educator Ward Schell.

Open Studio Projects is an opportunity for 
participants to get feedback on works-in-
progress or begin new works in the media 
of their choice. Ward offers his insights 
on diverse aspects of the creative process, 
including dynamic composition, and mixing 
bold and harmonious colours; he also offers 
guidance on making decisions about your 
work and amplifying your drawing and 
painting techniques. Finally, he provides tips 
on constructive observation and how to move 
forward positively after each studio session.

Ward’s passion for art and genuine enthusi-
asm in working with students will help you 
achieve your goals in this relaxed one on one 
open studio concept.

Ward Schell received his art education at 
the Emily Carr School of Art in Vancouver, the 
University of Regina, and the Banff School 
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CYANOTYPES WITH 
DANIELLE DUMELIE

Cyanotype is an early photographic 
process developed in 1842 by Sir John 
Herschel that can be used to create striking 
photographic images. Paper painted with 
light-sensitive iron salts change to a bright 
blue when exposed to the sun; any area not 
exposed to the sun remains white – you'll 
combine and expose natural objects, over-
head transparencies, and found objects to 
create striking collage art. Join us in using 
the sun to develop these captivating blue 
and white photographs!

Danielle Dumelie is a Canadian artist, educa-
tor, and gallery administrator based in Regina, 
Saskatchewan, Treaty 4 Territory. Danielle lives 
and works in Regina, Sask. She received a BEd 
Art Education in 2007 with a Major in visual 
art and a minor in dance from the University 
of Regina. In 2020, Danielle received a Master 
of Art Education focusing on studio art from 
the University of Victoria.  

Danielle currently works as a director of The 
Woods Artspace.  

Danielle works mainly in painting and drawing. 
Raised on a small farm on the outskirts of 
the city, Danielle reflects the contrasts of 
rural and urban Saskatchewan in her artwork. 
Danielle’s work uses bright colours and 

of Fine Arts. Over the last 22 years, he has 
exhibited his work nationally in many solo 
and group exhibitions.

Since 1990, Schell has been teaching a 
variety of painting and drawing classes at the 
Neil Balkwill Civic Arts Centre in Regina and 
has given numerous workshops on drawing 
and painting throughout Saskatchewan.

Date:  Date to be confirmed in May, 
  pending COVID-19 numbers 
  and restrictions.  
Fee:  $145  members
  $175 non-members
Register:  Online at www.artgalleryofregina.ca 

or call 306-522-5940
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patterns to create quirky contemporary portraits 
to explore the concept of memory, personal 
history, and community interconnection.

Date:  June 5, in-person 
  (in case of rain or another event
   that disrupts this outdoor work-
   shop, the alternative date will be  
   June 12)  
Time:  1 pm – 4 pm 
Location:  Art Gallery of Regina, outdoors
Fee:  $80 members/$120 non-members 
  (does not include materials)
Register:  Online at www.artgalleryofregina.ca 

or call 306-522-5940

STILL LIFE SUNDAYS 

Join the Art Gallery of Regina on the last 
Sunday afternoon of each month for a free, 
drop-in still-life drawing and socializing session 
over Zoom video conference from 2-4 pm.

We recognize how important opportunities for 
creativity, conversation and positive activity 
are with the curtailing of socializing to slow 
the spread of COVID-19. The Zoom link will 
be emailed out to our members on the Friday 
before our Sunday Afternoon Zoom Drawing 
Session and posted on the Art Gallery of 
Regina’s website.

Get your pencil ready for a drawing session, 
led by a member of the Art Gallery of Regina’s 
staff or Board of Directors. Tune in to view a 
live video feed of our still life arrangement, 
chat with other AGR members and spend time 
online constructively.

Materials: lots of paper + drawing media of 
your choice (pencil, vine charcoal, com-
pressed charcoal, India ink, markers) + 

AGR NEWS
STAFF CHANGES 
AT THE AGR

After ten years with us, Dianne Strilaeff will 
be leaving the AGR. As our Gallery Assistant, 
she’s always been here on the weekends making 
sure that the gallery is well cared for and been 
the friendly face helping with our member 
programming! Over the years, she’s been 
responsible for advising on the arrangement of 
the Outside the Box shows and overseeing the 
layout and installation of the Members Show & 
Sale, lending her creative eye and experi-
ence to those tasks. Dianne’s work has also 

Dianne at one of our galas

computer or device equipped with internet, 
camera and microphone.

Subsequent Still Life Sundays will go on 
haitus starting in June 2021. 

Date: Sundays: April 25, May 30, June 27
Time: 2–4 pm
Location:  Zoom video conference 
Fee:  Free
Register:  Please preregister online at www.

artgalleryofregina.ca/work-shops-
and-talks or call 306-522-5940
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The Art Gallery of Regina partnered with 
Nature Regina to offer free gallery tours of 
Ruth Chambers' solo exhibition of porcelain 
flowers and bulbs on Saturday, February 20th. 
Approximately 50 people visited the Art Gallery 
of Regina as a destination on this day and 
discovered the intertwined histories of feminism, 
science, and colonial expansion inherent in 
these delicate botanical ceramics.

On subsequent weeks, AGR staff welcomed 
nearly one-hundred children to the gallery for 

Nature Regina Tour
Photograph by Shannon Chernick

THANK YOU!

We’d like to thank Risa Horowitz for lending 
her GoPro camera for our Wilf Perrault studio 
tour and providing technical advice!

Don Hall Photography is behind all of our 
documentation photos and ensures that all of 
our exhibitions are preserved for the future. 
We’d like to thank him for his hard work and 
generous support!

Wilf Perreault generously donated five of his 
annual holiday silk screen prints for us to 
give away by draw. Thank you Wilf!

Many thanks to Ryan Arnott for the generous 
donation of a gallery vitrine.

Tim Domoslai and Brian Gladwell for allowing 
artist Ruth Chambers to access the NBCAC 
woodshop to produce display furniture for her 
exhibition, Tend.

included assisting with all administration as 
well as coordinating volunteers during events, 
including our annual gala fundraisers. Not only 
has Dianne been a valued staff member here, 
she’s also an incredible artist in her own right. 
A member of Aurora Art Guild, her work is 
painting based and focuses upon abstraction. 
Dianne utilizes mixed media and is influenced 
by her childhood on the prairies. Her work can 
be found in collections across Canada and is 
frequently exhibited in Regina. She has taken 
part in many residencies, including an Emma 
Lake Residential Painting Retreat.

We wish Dianne all the very best as the continues 
to pursue her creative work, and thank her for 
her many years of work at the AGR.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 
PARTNERSHIPS

tours and discussions of Tend. Managed by 
Nature Regina’s Get Outside! Kids Club, these 
sessions included hands-on art activities for 
children inspired by Chambers’ artworks.

AGR
MEMBERSHIP
A SPECIAL NOTE 
TO OUR MEMBERS:
Dear AGR Members,

I want to thank you all for your tremendous 
support this year: our staff and board were 
blown away by the outpouring of donations 
and kind words shared by our members 
during the 20-21 pandemic year.   

Through your generosity, we were able 
to create meaningful experiences with art 
both online and in person. We are deeply 
thankful for our community's support, wheth-
er through an email telling us a program was 
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ARE YOU GETTING
OUR EMAILS? 
We’ve noticed that about 200 people have 
unsubscribed from our e-newsletter. Make 
sure you’re keeping up-to-date with AGR 
news: add AGR@sasktel.net to your “safe list” 
and re-subscribe to our emails at the bottom 
of the “connect” page on our website at 
www.artgalleryofregina.ca/connnect.

MEMBERSHIP (RENEWALS 
FROM FALL-WINTER 2020)
Our membership is 300 strong! One of our 
most important resources for support is our 
involved membership – thank you to all of 
our members for renewing and supporting 
the AGR’s programming!

Welcome New Members!

Brigitte Hagues
Natalie White
Sage Wosminty

Patron Members

Peter Adams
Margaret Anderson
Charles Bavolar
Gail Chin
Sharon Eisbrenner
Frank Kemp
Lin Liu
Catherine O’Byrne

appreciated, taking part in an online program, 
an unexpected donation, or simply renewing 
your membership.  

My best wishes for your health and safety 
in 2021!

Jess Richter, 
Director, Art Gallery of Regina

Wilf Perreault in his studio
Photograph by Sandee Moore
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Karen Pattison
John Peet
Christine Ramsay
Ruth Anne & Roland Richter
Patricia Tholl Sterzuk
Dianne Warren

Sustaining Members

Madeleine Arkell
Alexander Beitz
Mel Bolen
Anne Campbell
Cathy Cochrane
Jan Corcoran
Cara Driscoll
Marg Engel
Donita Fichter
Karen Holden
Della Hunter
Leone Hutch
Ernie Klinger
Carri McKinnon
Gerda Osteneck
Norm Pantel
Vera Saltzman
Anne Marie Sawka
Yvonne Schalk
Judith Sunde
Candace Tirk
Brenda Wolf
Gerald Youwza

Supporting Members

Gordon Blackmore
Shelley Cochrane
Bonnie Conly
Marilyn Currie
Michael Gronnerud
Pamela Holbrow
Roberta Howay Howe
Lin Hylton
Marge Jessop
Gerry Jessop
Carolyn Joyce
Marilyn Malo
Eileen McCrank
Susan McGillivray
Al Munro
Marianne Smikso
Dianne Strilaeff
Elaine Stutt
Betty Tomasunos Sellers
Brenda Watt

As part of our programming, the AGR has 
a decades-long relationship with several 
painting and craft guilds in our community.  
We are pleased to let our membership know 
what they are up to, and how they can get 
involved!  Guilds are a super way to meet 
others interested in art, as well as to take part 
in show and sales. Be sure to check out their 
events, and contact them to learn more!

Note: guild programming may change due 
to COVID-19.  Be sure to contact the guild 
directly to confirm a show & sale, meeting 
times, and all events!

GUILD 
SPONSORED NEWS 
SPRING 2021

Frances Werry
Olive White
Rod & Shirley Wood
David Xue

MEET OUR SUPPORTING 
GUILDS!

Aurora Art Guild is a learning guild that 
has 2 shows a year and offers retreats and 
workshops for painting. We meet at 7 P.M. 
the first and third Monday from Sept. to 
May in the Art Gallery of Regina. If interested 
in learning more about the guild and/or the 
retreats, please contact Bonnie McBride 
(bonartcf@gmail.com) or visit our website 
at auroraartguild.com

Prairie Artists Guild Inc. Membership 
is open to artists who reside in the Regina 
area. PAG meets at Wascana Rehabilitation 
Centre at 7:30 on Monday evenings from 
mid-September to the beginning of December 
and from mid-February to May. Guild 
planning, art critiques, sharing, instruction 
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and socializing make for enjoyable meetings.  
Highlights of our year include the workshops 
and three Art Shows hosted by the guild. For 
information on events and membership, visit 
www.prairieartistsguild.org

The HeARTland Artist Guild meets twice a 
month on Mondays from 7 - 9 Sept through 
May at Uplands Community Center. The 
Guild has a show and sale each Spring at 
West Minister United Church. They also 
have their art on display for sale all year at 
West Side Pizza and Chappy’s restaurants.

The Guild is involved with the City of 
Regina North Zone programs to provide art 
classes to the community. Interested artists 
can log onto the facebook page for contact 
information. www.facebook.com/pages/
HeARTland-Artists-Guild

Brushworks Art Guild meets on the 1st 
and 3rd Wednesday evenings of the month 
from September to May and hosts two 
shows a year. Interested artists at all levels 
are invited to contact Linda Fox at lfox@
sasktel.net.
 
The Regina and Area Potters Guild was 
formed in 1987. A non-profit organization, its 
main objective is to provide fellowship and 
educational opportunities through classes 
and workshops. Members are professional, 
hobby and student potters. Membership 
is open to anyone who subscribes to the 
objectives of the Guild and pays the annual 
membership fee.
 
Our Guild sponsors workshops featuring local, 
nation and international potters. The guild 
also coordinates several pottery sales each 
year. These provide a venue for members to 
promote their wares.

The Jewellery Artists Guild of Regina 
(JAGoR) is a collaboration of local jewellery 
designers and artisans ranging from part time 
enthusiasts to dedicated full time profes-
sionals. Established in 2017, JAGoR is an 
incorporated non-profit whose goals include 
continuous learning, networking, developing, 
encouraging and promoting the work of our 

members and the value and uniqueness of 
handcrafted jewellery to the public.

Membership is open to jewellery artists who 
design and fabricate original handmade 
items and to metal and glasswork students 
who wish to advance their skills.
Email: jaguildregina@gmail.com
Web: www.jagregina.com
Facebook: JewelleryArtistsGuildofRegina

Last Mountain Artists’ Collective. Our 
goals are to:
 - be a registry for all serious visual artists 

creating fine arts or fine crafts, who live 
east of the Last Mountain Lake. Currently, 
our members come from Craven, north 
to Duval, and from the east shore of Last 
Mountain Lake to Earl Grey; provide 
mutual support and strength to member 
artists, through meetings, events and 
educational opportunities; improve our 
visibility to people and organizations who 
buy original Saskatchewan art and crafts;

 - enhance our community’s understanding 
of, and appreciation for, the visual arts.

Because we wish to be inclusive rather
than exclusive, we do not jury a prospective 
member for the quality, skill or content 
of his or her work. We welcome serious 
artists at all levels of experience – from 
emerging to established – who are engaged 
in the visual ar ts: drawing, painting, 
photography, sculpture (in, for example, 
stone, clay, or metal), fibre/textile arts, and 
such fine crafts as pottery, ceramics, stained 
glass and jewellery.

If you reside in the Last Mountain area, are 
creating fine artwork or fine crafts, and are 
interested in joining, please visit www.last-
mountainartists.com or contact Catherine 
O’Byrne (306-725-3746) to find out more 
about how to participate.
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Installation images of Outside The Box Show: Coming Together (Oct 30 – Nov 27, 2020)
featuring works by members of Prairie Artists Guild, Last Mountain Artists' Collective, and Brushworks Art Guild. 

Clockwise from top: Linda Koch (Brushworks Art Guild) Wait For Me, Philip Chee (Prairie Artists Guild) 
Vanishing Scene, Catherine O'Byrne (Last Mountain Artists' Collective) Deep Water 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Christine Ramsay, President
Madhu Kumar, Vice President
Dianne Warren, Treasurer
Margaret Bessai
Gerry Ruecker
Madison Pascal
Patrick Fernandez
Maggie Dixon
Em Ironstar

GALLERY STAFF
Jess Richter, Director
Sandee Moore, Curator of Exhibitions 
   and Programming

LOCATION
2420 Elphinstone Street
Regina, SK  S4T 7S7
306.522.5940
AGR@sasktel.net
www.artgalleryofregina.ca

MAILING ADDRESS
Art Gallery of Regina
2420 Elphinstone
c/o 
Neil Balkwill Civic Arts Centre
P.O. Box 1790
Regina, SK  S4P 3C8

GALLERY HOURS
Monday to Thursday, 11 am – 7 pm
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 1 – 5 pm

ABOUT
ART GALLERY 
OF REGINA

ALL VISITORS/MEMBERS 
PLEASE NOTE
The AGR is an independant organization and 
a tenant in the Neil Balkwill Civic Arts Centre. 
We are not a city department or part of the 
recreational centre. To renew your member-
ship, learn more about the exhibition, or to 
hear about member opportunities, be sure 
to speak with a gallery staff person. We are 
unable to assist with information related to 
NBCAC programming.

Please be aware that due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, the NBCAC has new protocols 
in place which include one designated 
entrance, one designated exit, and directional 
signs throughout the building. We ask that 
you adhere to all guidelines when visiting 
the AGR. Protocols may change suddenly 
due to public health orders. All information 
about how to visit us safely can be found at
www.artgalleryofregina.ca. 

NOTE: Dates in this newsletter may change 
from the time of printing due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. We encourage you 
to stay up to date by following our social 
media or by visiting our website.

Ruth Chambers, Tend (installation view)
Photograph by Don Hall Photography
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CANADA 
DAY 

(CLOSED) 

10 NIGHTS OF GONG: 
WITH STACEY BLISS, PHD

CYANOTYPE 
WORKSHOP 

MAIN GALLERY 
REOPENS TO 

PUBLIC

ANNUAL 
GENERAL 
MEETING 
(ONLINE)

STILL 
LIFE 

SUNDAY: 
LAST ONE 

UNTIL 
SEPTEMBER!

SHOW 
CLOSES:

A PEA CAN BE 
CHOPPED UP AND 

REASSEMBLED 
INTO THE SUN



THE ART GALLERY OF REGINA 
GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES 
THE SUPPORT OF ITS 
FUNDERS AND SPONSORS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
CONTINUED SUPPORT
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